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      ABSTRACT 

 

This work employed the use of Vega and Nikto web application vulnerability assessment tools to assess Structured Query 

Language (SQL) injection vulnerability in an e-commerce web application. Nikto which runs on a Kali-linux was used to identify 

the server and to test for Secured Sockets Layer (SSL) and Web Application Firewall (WAF). To demonstrate how to exploit web 

applications using SQL injection commands, a Damn Vulnerable Web Application (DVWA) was used which was installed on a 

localhost server and the procedures were carried out. Vega tool was utilized to scan and identify SQL injection vulnerabilities. 

The result shows that out of 43 high-risk vulnerabilities, 32 pages are vulnerable to SQL injection. Among the medium category, 

vulnerabilities such as auto-complete password field and file upload path were found. The findings further showed that the web 

pages are vulnerable as a result of poor security coding convention of the web pages. Web applications need utmost security 

especially the e-commerce web applications. Therefore, this work recommended that web application developers should have the 

working knowledge of common web application vulnerabilities especially SQL injection as published by Open Web Application 

Security Project (OWASP) foundation and how to prevent them so that they can develop secured web applications that cannot be 

exploited easily. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

SQL injection is a technique that is used to exploit 

database-driven applications, in which malicious SQL 

statements are inserted into an entry field for execution. For 

example, to dump the database contents to the attacker. SQL 

injection is mostly known as an attack vector for web 

applications but can be used to attack any type of SQL 

database [1].  SQL injection attacks allow attackers to spoof 

identity, tamper with existing data, cause repudiation issues 

such as voiding transactions or changing balances, allow the 

complete disclosure of all data on the system, destroy the data 

or make it otherwise unavailable, and become administrators 

of the database server. It was reported that the average web 

application received four attack campaigns per month, and 

retailers received twice as many attacks as other industries [2].  

SQL Injection (SQLi) is a type of injection attack that allows 

malicious SQL commands to be executed. These commands 

are used to control a database server that is connected to a web 

application.  

SQL Injection flaws can be used by attackers to break 

application security protections. They can go around 

authentication and authorization of a web page or web 

application and retrieve the content of the entire SQL database. 

SQL injection can also be used to add, modify, and delete 

records in the database. According to [3] the internet made it 

possible to access all kinds of information. The rise in the 

number of web applications gave the internet high usage in the 

late 1990s. Although these web applications existed before 

1980s, but they became more complex by the turn of the 

century especially with the advent of mobile devices. In the 

study, it was found out that almost all the participants 

experienced a web application breach within only one year. It 

was suggested that as threat awareness increases, web security 

researchers should move towards implementing an action plan 

for securing web applications. 

Insecure software is damaging our financial, healthcare, 

defense, energy, and other key infrastructure. As our software 

gets increasingly complicated, and networked, the difficulty of 

achieving application security increases rapidly. The fast pace 

of modern software development processes necessitates 

identifying and resolving the most prevalent risks quickly and 

accurately. The term "OWASP" means (Open Web 

Application Security Project). For developers and penetration 

testers, the OWASP Top 10 is a common awareness 

document. It reflects widespread agreement on the most 

serious security threats to web applications. This document 

should be adopted by companies, and they should begin the 

process of ensuring that their online applications minimize 

these risks. In the area of web application security, OWASP 

makes publications, tools, techniques, documentation, and 

technology available to the public [4]. The use of open-source 

components in software development has become prevalent. 

Therefore, this work assessed SQL Injection vulnerability 

by utilizing a simulation package Damn Vulnerable Web 

Application (DVWA), which is a PHP/MySQL web 

application which runs on a localhost whose main goal is to 

provide a legal environment for security professionals to test 

their skills and tools with respect to web application security. 

It also helps web application developers to better understand 

the processes of securing web applications and aids learning 

web application security. Vega and Nikto tools were used to 

assess an online e-commerce web application and provided 

necessary information for proper remediation which will 

enhance web security.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

According to [5] SQL Injection Attacks are considered as a 

massive threat because it injects into web applications and 

accesses a database connected to a particular web application. 

The data can be highly confidential and can be of a very high 

value such as financial transactions or list that may reveal a lot 

of secret information. An unauthorized access to such 

important database by a hacker can result in the threat to CIA 

i.e Confidentiality, Integrity and Authority of the database. In 

the work, UNION-based SQL injection commands were used 

to fetch data from a school website. 

 

[6] provided a new testing approach for vulnerability 

assessment of web applications by analyzing and using a 

combined set of tools to address a wide range of security 

issues. They demonstrated vulnerability assessment tests of a 

web application (on a localhost) by using combination of 

W3AF and Nikto tools. By using the two, vulnerability testing 

coverages for web applications can be increased considering 

the OWASP Top 10 based threat modelling of web 

applications.  

 

According to [7] Web applications are widely used in 

client/server communication model. It provides a platform for 

attackers to hack into the database; therefore, their security 

becomes a major issue. SQL Injection attacks are top ten 

threats in web application. Every three years, Open Web 

Application Security Project (OWASP) releases top ten lists of 

most dangerous security flaws in web applications with SQL 

Injection always taking the first position. An SQL injection 

attack compromises the interactive web-based applications, 

running database in the backend. The applications provide a 

form to accept user input and convert it into the SQL statement 

and send the same to the database. The attackers change the 

structure of SQL statement by manipulating user inputs. The 

paper contains the design approach of a parallel algorithm for 

the detection of SQL injection. The Algorithm uses the 

concept of Hot Query Bank (HQB) to cooperate with the 

existing SQLIA detectors (such as AMNESIA, SQLGuard, 

etc) and enhances the system performance. It simply keeps the 

information of previously verified queries in order to skip the 

verification process on the next appearance. The system 
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performance has been observed by conducting a series of 

experiments on multi core processors. The experimental 

results have shown that parallel-SQLIA detector was 65% 

more efficient in terms of time complexity. There are many 

SQLIA detectors that were proposed to prevent the occurrence 

of SQL Injection attacks. These detectors are either used to 

detect the vulnerable sources of SQL Injections, or blocks the 

malicious user inputs. 

 

[8] used acunetix web application vulnerability assessment 

tool to assess 10 Ministries, Departments and Agencies 

(MDAs) websites. It was found out that there are 

vulnerabilities in all websites with different degrees of security 

risks. They analyzed the vulnerabilities based on OWASP top 

10 in order to understand and identify the impact of these 

vulnerabilities on the web applications. They found out that 

majority of these vulnerabilities belong to informational risk 

groups which are classified as high, low, informational with 

the percentages 17.53%, 27.88%, 45.82% respectively. 

 

According to [9] the web is now an important means of 

transacting business and without security, websites cannot 

thrive in today’s complex computer ecosystem as there are 

new threats emerging as old ones are being tackled. 

Vulnerability assessment of websites is one of the means by 

which security can be improved on websites. The research 

work seeks to study and use vulnerability assessment as a tool 

to improve security by identifying vulnerabilities and 

proposing solutions to solve the security issues. Assessment 

was done on 5 web hosts belonging to different institutions in 

Ghana. Nmap, Nikto and Nessus were the tools used for the 

assessment, the assessment was carried out in four stages, and 

the first stage in the assessment was planning which involved 

activities and configurations performed before the actual 

assessment. The second stage was information gathering 

which involved obtaining information about the targets 

necessary to help identify vulnerabilities. This was followed 

by vulnerability scanning to identify vulnerabilities on the 

target hosts. The results indicated all the five hosts had 

security flaws which needed to be addressed. 

 

[10] evaluated a case study for conducting security assessment 

on a dummy application (college institution website/ 

complaint logging website) for getting a basic understanding 

of how to do vulnerability assessment and penetration testing 

in a web application by using tools and without tools A 

number of tools such as SQLmap, Acunetix, BurpSuite, 

IronWasp, NMAP along with manual assessment were used on 

an application to identify vulnerabilities. It was found out that 

each tool/method has its own limitation. Some are specialized 

for acting upon a particular issue. The SQLmap is the best tool 

for detecting various types of injection attacks which was used 

to detect Time-Based SQL injection in the dummy application. 

He further proposed that, multiple tools are needed to find or 

verify different types of vulnerability issues alongside manual 

assessment.  

 

[11] studied the opensource vulnerability scanners for 

vulnerabilities in web applications where they evaluated 

OWASP top 10 vulnerabilities with three vulnerability 

scanners w3af, Skipfish and OWASP Zed Attack Proxy on 

vulnerable applications. They scanned the targeted vulnerable 

web applications using the three scanners and compared their 

running time to identify the tool that worked efficiently with 

minimal running time. The study found out that OWASP ZAP 

outperformed the other scanners. 

 

[12] proposed detection and prevention methods for SQL 

Injection attacks such as JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) 

checker which is an SQLI attack prevention and detection 

technique that used Java APIs and SAFELI (Static Analysis 

Framework for discovering SQL Injection) a static analysis 

framework to detect SQL injection vulnerabilities. The goal of 

SAFELI framework is to identify the SQL injection attacks 

during compile time not at run time. It uses white-box static 

analysis that involves reviewing the code in order to find out if 

there exists any possible defect in the code. SQL DOM 

(Document Object Model) is an SQLI prevention technique 

that uses manual defense coding practice to defeat SQLI 

attacks. These attacks are still significant threats to back-end 

DBMS (Data Base Management Systems). Web developers 

therefore need to be aware of these attacks so as to make their 

web applications secure. Their work also examined a tool 

called SQLmap used in Kali Linux operating system which is 

mostly used to assess the SQLI vulnerability of web 

applications. The use of prepared statements and bind 

parameter are highly encouraged at application level to further 

prevent SQL Injection. 

 

[13] examined the reported vulnerabilities over the recent 

years, with SQL injection (SQLi) being one of the most 

prominent, especially in web applications. They presented a 

Deep learning model that was able to classify PHP slices as 

vulnerable or not vulnerable to SQL Injection. They proposed 

an intermediate language to represent the PHP slices which 

interpreted them as text and resorted to well-studied Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) techniques as slices can belong to 

any variant. The use of the model showed that it can discover 

SQLi which in turn helps programmers to write codes that are 

not vulnerable to various attacks. 

 

[14] reported that web vulnerability assessment tools have 

become a necessity due to the increased security threats posed 

by hackers and other criminals who are on the lookout for 

confidential information. They proposed web assessment tool 

called SNEAKERZ that detected vulnerability and 

automatically analyzed exploitable web vulnerabilities and 

also proposed solutions for that vulnerability. The proposed 

solutions looked for security loopholes in web applications to 

prevent hackers from gaining unauthorized access to corporate 

information and data.  
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The extant review of literature shows that much work has been 

done on SQL injection vulnerability assessment using various 

tools such as SQLMap, Burpsuit, OWASP ZAP etc. However, 

not much work has been done within the Nigerian context to 

assess e-ccommerce web applications available today and 

none of the works used Vega tool for assessment. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

In this work, Vega and Nikto were used together to assess the 

vulnerabilities in an e-commerce web application. DVWA was 

also used to show how to use SQL injection commands to test 

for vulnerabilities in web applications on a localhost. 

Automated tools can be used for vulnerability assessment of 

web applications. Many tools can be combined to assess a 

particular web application [15] . Each vulnerability tool can be 

used for a specific vulnerability assessment based on OWASP 

top 10 web application vulnerabilities. After the assessment, 

the results can be used to take actions to enhance a web 

application’s security. This is typified in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Automated SQL vulnerability Assessment tools 

procedure [15] 

 

Vega Assessment Tool. 

Vega is a free and open-source web security scanner and web 

security testing platform to test the security of web 

applications. Vega can help you find and validate SQL 

Injection, Cross-Site Scripting (XSS), inadvertently disclosed 

sensitive information, and other vulnerabilities. It is written in 

Java, GUI based, and runs on Linux, OS X, and Windows. 

Vega can help find vulnerabilities such as: reflected cross-site 

scripting, stored cross-site scripting, blind SQL injection, 

remote file inclusion, shell injection, and others. Vega also 

probes for TLS / SSL security settings and identifies 

opportunities for improving the security of your TLS servers.  

Vega includes an automated scanner for quick tests and an 

intercepting proxy for tactical inspection. The Vega scanner 

finds XSS (cross-site scripting), SQL injection, and other 

vulnerabilities. Vega can be extended using a powerful API in 

the language of the web: JavaScript. [16] 

VEGA assessment is used to perform and find vulnerabilities 

in web applications. The new scan label button can be used to 

get an interface where you can enter a web url then hit the 

finish button as shown in Figure 2. After which it runs the scan 

and provides report about the scan. 

 

 
Figure 2 Showing Vega interface. 

 

Nikto Assessment Tool in Kali Linux 

Nikto is an automated web application assessment or 

penetration test tool in a Kali-Linux Operating system as 

shown in Figure 3. This command can be achieved by clicking 

on the Nikto tool and entering the following instructions one at 

a time: 

1. Nikto -h <website url>  

2. Nikto -h <website url> -ssl 

The first command checks for server vulnerability which 

uncovers server misconfigurations. While the second 

command checks whether the web application is secured 

enough for communication over the internet. SSL which 

stands for Secure Sockets Layer, authenticates a websites 

identity and creates an encrypted link between a web server 

and a web browser. 

 

 
Figure 3 Kali showing Nikto and other tools. 

Crafted SQL Injection commands 

This form of injection relies on the fact that SQL statements 

consist of both data used by the SQL statement and commands 

that control how the SQL statement is executed. The attacker 

sends SQL injection commands from a browser with the 

intention of getting valuable information stored in a database 

for exploitation as seen in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 SQL Injection Architecture: using SQL injection 

commands [17] 

 

4. RESULTS  
Results from using Vega scanning tool 

The e-commerce web application was scanned using vega 

assessment tool and 32 SQL injection vulnerabilities were 

found as shown in Figure 5.  

 

 
Figure 5 Showing SQL injection vulnerability results in 

Vega. 

 

Vega shows the various web pages that are vulnerable to SQL 

injection attacks. These web pages individually have a 

loophole that can be exploited. Vega treats SQL injection as 

“high risk” vulnerability because it has something to do with 

the application’s database as shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

 
Figure 6 Showing SQL injection vulnerability in each page 

in Vega 

A particular web page can be vulnerable to SQL injection. 

Each page can be checked for vulnerability as shown in Figure 

7. 

 

 
Figure 7: Showing SQL injection vulnerabilities results in 

every webpage in Vega 

 

Vega shows the impact the vulnerability can have on a web 

application and remediation. The remediation suggests vital 

information on what to be done in order to fix the problem as 

shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8 Showing SQL injection vulnerability impact and 

remediation page in Vega 

 

Veg shows that there is a possible source code disclosure and 

the content is shown. 

This can give the hacker an opportunity to hover around the 

web application as shown in Figure 9.  

 

 
Figure 9 Showing Possible Source-code Disclosure in Vega 
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Vega shows that there is a form password field with 

autocomplete enabled which can be very helpful for 

exploitation of the system by the attacker as shown in Figure 

10. 

 

 
Figure 10 Showing Form Password Field with 

Autocomplete Enabled in Vega 

 

Vega shows the impact; that a password may be stored on the 

local file system of the client which could be easily retrieved 

by other users or malicious code as shown in Figure 11 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Showing Impact and Remediation for 

Autocomplete Password field in Vega 

 

 

Results from Nikto Scanning tool 

The results obtained by running the command #nikto -h <url> 

which discloses the server type as Apache and some vital 

information regarding whether the website has some 

protection or not as shown in Figure 12.  

 

 
Figure 12: Showing server report and possible 

vulnerability Nikto 

 

The results obtained by running a command #nikto -h <url> -

ssl shows that the site uses SSL for secured end to end 

communication on over the internet as shown in Figure 13. 

 

 
Figure 13 Showing SSL report in Nikto 

 

SQL Injection vulnerability results in DVWA 

DVWA which runs on a localhost was used to demonstrate the 

SQL injection by using the commands: ` UNION SELECT 

user and password FROM users# to fetch user’s information 

from the database as shown in Figure 14. 

 

 
Figure 14: showing SQL injection vulnerability results in 

DVWA  

 

The results obtained in DVWA by entering the command “1` 

or `1` = `1” shows how powerful the command is and it has 
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the capacity to retrieve information from any database server if 

not properly configured or coded as shown in Figure 15. 

 

 
Figure 15: showing SQL injection vulnerability results in 

DVWA  

 

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The results obtained showed that the web application scanned 

is vulnerable to SQL injection. 32 SQL injection 

vulnerabilities were found alongside other form of 

vulnerabilities. This shows that the web application under 

question can be exploited by a hacker. These injections are 

found by scanning a website index url and it fuzzes to the 

entire pages of the web applications. Each web page that is 

vulnerable is being reported. SQL injection vulnerabilities can 

be seen in the pages by clicking on each page. The tools used 

include the Nikto which runs on Kali Linux. Nikto reveals the 

type of server the web application is running on which is the 

first step to penetration testing. The e-commerce web 

application runs on Apache server as revealed by the Nikto. 

Nikto also revealed the state of the website if it is secured with 

SSL (secure socket layer) which provide secure 

communication on the internet. It was observed that the 

website used SSL which indeed provides secured 

communication between client-server devices. It is also 

observed that the web application was protected by using a 

web application firewall which helped filter data that goes in 

and out of the database. This step helped reveal if a web 

application’s server can easily be shut down or not. This step 

is popularly known as information gathering. 

 

After this, the Vega tool was used to scan for 

vulnerability in the web application to check if it is vulnerable 

to SQL injection. This tool is considered as one of the best 

tools for SQL injection vulnerability assessment. The results 

obtained shows a massive SQL injection vulnerability and 

other related vulnerabilities. Out of the 43 high vulnerabilities, 

32 indicated vulnerability of SQL injection. This showed that 

the web application as highly exploitable. It is a database 

application and if a hacker can fetch the data from the 

database, then people’s information is at stake. It was also 

observed that in each web page that could be exploitable, most 

are sensitive data. Other forms of vulnerabilities showed that 

there was auto-complete password, username field and file 

path. This is very serious as the attacker can monitor those 

using the web application and try to follow up to utilize the 

autocomplete field by inspecting element in a web page to 

harvest login credentials. Another issue is that if that path for 

file upload is not tackled, an attacker can upload a dangerous 

file to a folder capable of either corrupting people’s 

information or stealing their information. E-commerce web 

applications require utmost security at all levels. Even though 

most of the web applications today use email verification for 

improved security and also use an encrypted password, if these 

passwords are accessed, they can easily be decrypted or 

deciphered. Therefore, the necessary steps should be adopted 

to resolve these vulnerabilities. 

 

In order to demonstrate the use of SQL injection 

commands in web applications for exploitation, a DVWA is 

used.  Using the commands, such as union, ‘OR’ 1”= “1” and 

UNION based on different levels of security which can be set 

to low, medium and high some SQL injection commands gave 

or returned the username and password. The DVWA is a good 

vulnerable web application to test and to learn SQL injection 

commands. It is primarily built for penetration testing and for 

simulation purposes to educate developers and cybersecurity 

practitioners on web application vulnerabilities. Using some 

commands, it is possible to fetch stored information from the 

database and to be displayed on the browser interface. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
This work examined various ways to perform SQL 

injection vulnerability assessments, previous works and what 

needs to be done in order to prevent it. It showed the steps to 

take in order to perform vulnerability assessments of web 

applications. Web applications are prone to attacks if not 

properly scanned for vulnerabilities and fixed or if they are not 

well coded. A simulation was conducted using DVWA to 

show how SQL injection commands can be used to exploit a 

web application. Automated tools were used to scan for 

vulnerabilities in web applications; the tools include VEGA 

which is used for deep web application vulnerability 

assessment online and Nikto from Kali Linux operating 

system. The results obtained from the online were discussed 

and how it can be addressed. Many web applications are 

running online. These web applications can be exploited.  

 

Series of attacks are being lunched on web 

applications to steal vital information belonging to individuals 

or organizations especially database web applications. Web 

applications needs to be regularly scanned to identify 

vulnerabilities and address them where necessary. It is very 

important because the number of hackers are on the rise. 

Therefore organizations, individual marketing web 

applications needs to be proactive about this so as to protect 

their data from being stolen. Therefore, it is recommended that 

for the purpose of building web applications, developers 

should be familiar with SQL injection commands and test 

them on their web applications on a localhost before hosting 
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them online. Also, developers should be familiar with 

penetration testing and vulnerability assessment tools so that 

they can apply these tools periodically to check for 

vulnerabilities. 
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